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Reading �10m�
A-Vocabulary

Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d �4x1mark�

1- My father works at the ………………………..
a- machine b- university c- pots d- store

2- Students must ……………… their teachers' orders
a- obey b- suggest c- study d- relax

3- Dickson House is an old ………………... place in Kuwait.
a- touristic b- co-operating c- robotic d- artistic

4- Ali bought a beautiful ………… jeans from the shopping mall.
a- light b- heritage c- pair of d- store

B- Read the following story and answer the questions below: �6 marks�

Dear Nada,
I want to write to you about the book I bought at the book fair. It’s

about birds. I wanted to know more information about different kinds of
birds. My book was about “The Bee Hummingbird”. The bee hummingbird
is the smallest bird in the world. This bird comes from Cuba. It is an island
near America. All hummingbirds are small, but this one is tiny. It is as long
as your little finger. It is called a bee hummingbird because it is not much
bigger than a bee. Hummingbirds are different from other birds in the way
they fly. They move their wings so fast that you can’t see them. The
hummingbird can stay in one place in the air. It is really an amazing bird.
Looking forward for your next email.

Yours, Rana
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Choose the correct answer from a, b, c and d: �4x1mark�
1- The best title for the email is:
a. Amazing Birds b. Kinds of Bees
c. Small Birds d. Birds in Cuba
2- The underlined word “tiny” in line (5) means:
a. very high b. so tall
c. very small d. so fast
3- The underlined pronoun “It” in line (9) refers to:
a. the air b. the hummingbird
c. one place d. the way
4- Hummingbirds are different from other birds in:
a. the way they fly b. the way they move
c. the place they come from d. the way they eat

B� Answer the following questions:
5- How did Rana get information about bee hummingbirds?

She bought a book from the book fair.
6- Why is the bee hummingbird called in that name?

Because it is not much bigger as a bee.
2. Writing �10 marks�
A- Grammar �3 marks�

Read the following and choose the correct choice�3 x1=3m�

My mum didn't (go – goes – gone) to her work yesterday. She searched for her
car key everywhere, (and – so – but) she couldn't find it. she asked me, "Have you
(take – took – taken) it?". I said, " No, I haven't."

A- Writing
�Spelling�

Write the missing word in each sentence �2 x1/2=�1m�

1- I saw old .....pots........ in Failaka Island.

2- My sister went to the toys .....store.......
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�Writing�
a. Fill in the graphic organizer, then, use it to write a paragraph of 5 sentences about

� Shopping �. The following guide words may help you: �6 marks�

like – 360 Mall – amazing – shirt – happy

I like shopping. Yesterday I went to 360 Mall. It was
amazing. I bought a nice shirt. I was very happy.

Rubrics Mark total
Pre writing techniques (graphic organizer) 1
Exposition of ideas& number of sentences 2
Lay out &format 1
Grammar &spelling 1
Punctuation & handwriting 1

6 marks

What you like?

……shopping………
…….

How it looks
…………………amazing……………………

Where you went
……………360 Mall………………………….

What you did
…………shirt……………………………………….

How you felt
…………………happy…………………………………….


